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to belie this innocently optimistic picture." Lofroth's pattern of values would 
have avoided an undermining of its own coherence if the distinction between 
ideal as an explicit moral norm and value as an implicit material norm had 
been consistent. 
Lofroth's method would not have suffered any harm, either, if his insight 
had been contextualized prior to his presentation of his analyses. I am surprised, 
for instance, that William Dean Howells is only referred to twice in this 
book, and then only as another novelist among the many. Especially because 
Lofroth deals with norms in fiction, the essays and letters of William Dean 
Howells would appear appropriate as a new approach to the best sellers. 
Howells was an influential spokesman for realism, and an ardent opponent 
of sentimental romance stories. And Lofroth has found a discrepancy between 
<' 'sincerity" and "awareness of great wrongs" on the one hand, and romance 
and adventure stories as successful literature on the other. To gain perspective 
for his analyses, he might have consulted the contemporary cultural scene 
as an intermediate step between social change and norms in best sellers. 
Nonetheless, Lofroth's method has also produced a quite readable book in 
a potentially tedious field. The book is, finally, a useful companion to 25 
important years in the history of American literature, and it is a book to 
be recommended for its loyalty to the material involved, and for making 
this material significant and accessible. 
Jan Bandsberg Nielsen Odense University 
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What are the effects of criticism from abroad on the foreign policy behavior 
of a great power? This broad, but interesting question has received a lot of 
attention in a Swedish research project headed by political science professor 
Lars-Gman Stenelo. Magnus Jerneck's study of American reactions to 
Sweden's Vietnam criticism forms an important part of this project. 
Swedish criticism of the US policy in Vietnam became pronounced from 
1965 on. The Social Democratic government objected not only to the means 
Washington used, but also to the American goals, particularly the extent to 
which the Johnson, and later the Nixon Administration allegedly pursued 
goals which were different from the formally announced objectives. The 
United States came to be seen as an obstacle to Vietnam's right of self- 
determination. By international standards the means used by the Swedes 
in their criticism were dramatic; Olof Palme joined the North Vietnamese 
ambassador to the Soviet Union in a demonstration against the war in 
February 1968, and as Prime Minister compared the American Christmas 
bombings of 1972 to the Nazi acts of terror during the Second World War. 
Sweden's recognition of North Vietnam in 1969 and its substantial economic 
support to Hanoi could be seen as more indirect, but still potent criticism 
of the United States. 
Jerneck is primarily concerned with the reactions of Congress and the 
American press and he does not deal at any length with the response of the 
Johnson and Nixon administrations to the Swedish criticism. That part will 
apparently be handled by others working within the same project. This division 
of labor is unfortunate, at least from Jerneck's point of view, since Con- 
gressional and press attitudes to Sweden to a large extent really represented 
responses to actions taken by the Nixon Administration, not by the Swedes. 
One of Jerneck's conclusions is that Sweden's criticism had little impact on 
Congress and the press. Little attention was generally paid to what Stockholm 
said and did. The Erlander and from 1969 the Palme government were heard 
.., 
primarily when their protests were at their dramatic, but then they were 
considered so leftist that even American liberals felt uncomfortable with them. 
The Nazi comparison was an obvious case in point. 
It does not come as any big surprise to learn that many liberals were fairly 
sympathetic to Seden's over-all criticism while conservatives attacked the 
Swedish attitude. Somewhat more remarkable is the extent to which liberal 
American reactions to Sweden reflected American actions, and not Swedish 
ones. The Swedish attitude was generally ignored until 1968, when the 
opposition within America itself took on new dimensions. Even after 1968 
anti-war senators, such as Fulbright and Pell, and congressmen, such as Reuss 
and Fraser, did not really used "Swedish" arguments against the war to 
any great extent. Instead they primarily protested Nixon Administration 
diplomatic reactions to the Swedish criticism. (In 1968 the American ambas- 
sador to Sweden was called home for consultations and diplomatic relations 
were only normalized in 1974.) Conservatives, on the other hand, responded 
more directly to Swedish reactions. In  these quarters the comparison of the 
American Christmas bombings in 1972 to the fascist war crimes resulted 
largely in very unfavorable references to Sweden's World War I1 record. 
The eye-witness reports from Ambassador Jean-Christophe @berg in the 
summer of 1972 provided one of the few examples of Swedish information 
directly influencing the American debate. @berg's speaking out against 
further bombing of the dikes also received considerable attention. Concrete 
information about the effects of the bombing probably had a greater impact 
on the opposition to the Vietnam war than had more general moral con- 
demnations. Jerneck leaves curiously unexplored hints that Swedish diplomats 
provided Congressional anti-war leaders with covert information, primarily 
from North Vietnam (p. 201, p. 206 - note 5). 
Jerneck's general conclusion is that "To the extent one may speak of 
Swedish influence on that process of opinion formation which is said to have 
contributed to a reappraisal of American policy, this can only have been 
marginal and indirect, within the framework of a strong and politically 
significant international opinion pressure." Few would quarrel with such 
a vaguely worded conclusion. Occasioanlly the author hints that Sweden's 
voice may have carried extra authority because of that country's neutrality 
(pp. 207-08). His final comment that the criticism from US allies carried 
greater weight (p. 220) would appear to be closer to reality. 
All in all, this is a competently done, although somewhat limited study of 
an interesting topic where most of the conclusions seem acceptable, but also 
fairly obvious. 
The book contains a useful nine-page English summary. 
Geir Lundestad University of Tromse 
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In 1963, when the Norwegian-American Historical Association introduced its 
Authors Series with Clarence A. Glasrud's biography of Hjalmar Hjorth 
Boyesen, it felt a need to justify its choice: Boyesen, although Norwegian- 
born, had had little to do with his fellow countrymen in the New World. From 
the time he arrived there in 1869, at twenty years of age, he strove hard to 
become an American: he wrote all of his twenty-odd books in English, married 
an American girl, and lived his entire adult life in the United States. Yet, 
the editors stated, it was really Boyesen's Norwegian background which 
accounted for his popularity during his lifetime. When he started out as 
a writer, it was with a romantic idyll, Gunnar: A Tale ofNorse Life - serialized 
in the Atlantic Monthly in 1873 - and the material that he used there, as well 
as his treatment of it, established an ideal that reviewers and the reading 
public alike harked back to throughout his subsequent career. 
For Boyesen did not remain a romantic, and the position, albeit marginal, 
that he occupies in American literature is closely linked with the trend towards 
realism in the last few decades of the nineteenth century This is so on two 
counts. First, although he was restrained %by his awareness of the demands 
of a genteel public - and the need to support a socialite wife in style - 
Boyesen fought a proclivity to romance in his own fiction, and in his last 
novels, particularly The Mammon of Unrighteousness (1891), he took great strides 
towards realism. Second, and here lies his chief importance perhaps, he 
worked indefatigably for the cause of realism generally; as a college professor, 
as a popular lecturer, and as a magazinist of the first rank, he helped introduce 
and defend European writers, especially Scandinavian ones, to an American 
audience and so made his new countrymen more familiar with European 
culture. 
Glasrud felt that Boyesen had been undeservedly neglected, and his 
biography represented an attempt to remedy the situation. Other scholars 
followed, like Per Seyersted, who, partly in reaction to Glasrud's findings, 
published a number of articles on Boyesen and his contemporaries, and, most 
recently, Robert S. Frederikson, who, in 1980, brought out a volume on 
Boyesen in the Twayne series. In order to make his work available to a 
wider audience, Prof. Seyersted has now collected - and in two instances 
translated - five articles that were first published in Scandinavian periodicals 
between 1964 and 1971: he complains that even Boyesen specialists seem 
unaware of his writings and of the previously untapped Norwegian material 
on which they are based. Here, then, we get a picture of Boyesen and his 
